






















































































































vultures	are	quick	to	spot	any	opportunity.	A	dead	yak	has	drawn	a	crowd Broadcast	(Wild	China)A	dead	tuna	has	attracted	a	deep	sea	conga	eel	and	a	six	gill	shark Broadcast	(Earth	Story)So	this	is	a	great	bonanza	for	them	[great	white	sharks]-	the	body	of	a	dead	whale.	The	carcass	will	draw	in	every	great	white	for	miles	around Broadcast	(Africa)the	sturgeon	is	purpose	built	for	hoovering	up	salmon	eggs,	small	=ish,	cray=ish	and	even	the	carcasses	of	dead	salmon	from	the	gravel	river	bed Newspaper	(The	Daily	Express)These	scavengers	[turkey	vultures]	are	quite	prepared	to	attack	live	chicks Broadcast	(Penguins:	Spy	in	the	Huddle)One	cat	brought	in	live	=ish	from	someone's	pond	and	a	dead	guinea-pig Mass	Observation
Health	authorities	ordered	every	villager	to	be	vaccinated	as	soon	as	the	
dead	birds	sparked	the	alert Newspaper	(The	Sun)fears	that	bird	=lu	is	heading	to	Britain	increased	yesterday	as	dozens	of	






































































TokensBroadcasts 83 19835 614378Campaign	literature 470 16488 306680Legislation 843 10201 627127Food	websites 258 7503 87118Journals 1609 93567 5698531News 1023 28777 466340Contributions	to	the	Mass	Observation	Project 103 9931 174938Focus	groups 19 8277 229059Interviews	with	text	producers 17 8068 157664Interviews	with	guardians/keepers	of	dogs 19 8698 309719





Number	of	Sub-Corpora No.	of	Terms Cumulative	Total	No.	of	Terms10 36 369 39 758 49 1247 80 2046 102 3065 113 4194 146 5653 201 7662 272 10381 1167 22050 421 2626
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Term Broadcasts Campaign Legislation Food	Websites Journals Mass		Observation News Focus		Groups Interviews
Dog		Keeper		Interviews
Average	of		Percentile	Rankings
=ish 99.35 98.65 98.92 98.07 99.91 97.82 99.71 97.73 94.58 95.29 98.00birds 98.89 99.51 89.71 95.47 99.53 98.68 99.53 95.32 93.64 82.06 95.23dogs 94.75 99.61 96.80 63.71 99.85 99.32 99.64 98.27 97.32 99.18 94.85pigs 94.72 96.53 83.14 98.75 99.81 95.78 98.82 98.30 97.78 83.96 94.76sheep 97.28 97.56 89.99 94.86 99.80 94.85 98.87 96.99 88.58 84.92 94.37bird 97.46 99.31 91.68 93.58 98.70 97.43 99.41 92.71 90.77 79.25 94.03pig 97.24 92.44 62.96 96.76 99.52 92.53 98.56 97.60 97.69 79.95 91.53dog 90.81 99.70 97.55 30.16 99.63 99.62 99.68 98.71 95.72 99.71 91.13cows 94.22 97.65 69.34 97.21 99.80 92.96 97.15 96.69 92.53 69.45 90.70horses 87.15 99.52 91.72 50.11 99.54 98.00 99.33 94.37 90.31 92.25 90.23cattle 87.30 96.49 89.83 94.35 99.81 89.99 98.94 95.18 91.10 36.70 87.97horse 88.09 99.30 94.67 23.46 99.21 98.10 99.59 95.26 80.52 93.35 87.16cats 94.35 99.08 83.96 0.00 99.59 99.38 98.87 96.18 95.65 97.56 86.46chicken 80.94 95.86 22.83 98.88 98.24 95.58 97.93 94.30 89.08 86.28 85.99fox 90.80 99.07 67.55 26.46 97.66 97.01 98.67 97.05 97.88 85.35 85.75rabbit 75.88 97.05 72.57 45.80 98.94 97.95 96.99 91.33 87.88 92.41 85.68cat 91.96 99.23 82.98 0.00 99.12 99.53 98.99 96.40 85.31 97.77 85.13deer 96.27 98.27 94.59 85.81 98.39 88.85 97.71 94.27 93.55 0.00 84.77
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Table	3.	The	20	most	frequent	animal	naming	terms	by	percentile	rank	(i.e.	the	ranking	of	a	term	within	a	wordlist	converted	into	a	percentage)	in	each	sub-corpus	and	in	the	corpus	as	a	whole  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